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ABSTRACT
Multi-activity recognition in the urban environment is a challenging
task. This is largely attributed to the influence of urban dynamics,
the variety of the label sets, and the heterogeneous nature of sensor
data that arrive irregularly and at different rates. One of the first
tasks in multi-activity recognition is temporal segmentation. A com-
mon temporal segmentation method is the sliding window approach
with a fixed window size, which is widely used for single activity
recognition. In order to recognise multiple activities from heteroge-
neous sensor streams, we propose a new time windowing technique
that can optimally extract segments with multiple activity labels.
The mixture of activity labels causes the impurity in the correspond-
ing temporal segment. Hence, larger window size imposes higher
impurity in temporal segments while increasing class separability.
In addition, the combination of labels from multiple activity label
sets (i.e. number of unique multi-activity) may decrease as impurity
increases. Naturally, these factors will affect the performance of
classification task. In our proposed technique, the optimal window
size is found by gaining the balance between minimising impurity
and maximising class separability in temporal segments. As a result,
it accelerates the learning process for recognising multiple activities
(such as higher level and atomic human activities under different
environment contexts) in comparison to laborious tasks of sensi-
tivity analysis. The evaluation was validated by experiments on a
real-world dataset for recognising multiple human activities in a
smart environment.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile com-
puting;

Keywords
temporal segmentation; multivariate sensor streams; multi-activity
recognition; data stream processing; multi-objective function; opti-
mal window size
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1. INTRODUCTION
The advances in ubiquitous computing in recent years have driven

the research to automatically observe, monitor and recognise con-
textual information for various benefits, which are enabled by direct
applications of machine learning algorithms. As an example, resi-
dent monitoring for smart home applications can facilitate tracking
and recognition of daily activities for Alzheimer’s patients and el-
derly care. Several initiatives such as [19, 8, 18, 22, 7] have brought
various researchers to achieve significant contributions for activity
recognition in smart environments.

Human annotated data may not be aligned consistently in terms of
the boundary between activities. In other words, the impurity of the
associated activity labels within a temporal segment may affect the
performance quality of classification tasks for activity recognition.
It should be noted that throughout the course of this paper, labels
and annotations are used interchangeably in the context of activity
recognition corresponding to class labels.

On the other hand, it is crucial to consider a more dynamic and
scalable use case for activity recognition. For example, multiple
activities that can be observed in real-world situation from stream-
ing of ubiquitous sensor data. However, this is not well explored
in the current literature. Existing works mainly focus on single
activity recognition from one label set. In common practice, the
techniques associated to temporal segmentation involve optimised
processes for one-dimensional space of an activity label set. It is a
standard mechanism before recognition process (i.e. classification
of activities). However, these techniques may need to be adjusted
for multi-activity recognition scenario.

For many years, major works have been performed in order to
understand the human behavior and mobility patterns in various
interdisciplinary studies. Previous work by González et al. [11] had
shown the individual mobility patterns from trajectories of 100,000
mobile phone users in order to signify that each individual is char-
acterized by time-independent travel distance and the probability
of return to frequently visited locations. As the results, they could
obtain the likelihood of a mobile phone user in any location. Given
the opportunities by ubiquitous computing capabilities, the applica-
tion scenarios of activity recognition in unconstrained environment
could be limitless.

To illustrate the importance such recognition in a smart environ-
ment, possible scenarios that can be applied in the medical sector
include automatic recognition of user (staff) activities in smart hos-
pital [32] and emotion recognition for measuring mental fitness [34,
28]. Therefore, the inferences of multi-activity recognition from
ubiquitous sensors can be leveraged to facilitate human mobility
and contextual modeling in these dynamic smart environments.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2994374.2994388


These directions suggest the tremendous needs for innovations
and efficient methods to handle streaming of ubiquitous, yet irregular
multivariate sensor data. Hence, it is a significant challenge to
improve the performance of multi-activity recognition. This is due
to the fact that human activity in a smart environment is bound to
be dynamic. In addition, dynamic changing of activities in data
streams will incur a mixture of these activity labels during temporal
segmentation process. Therefore, methodologies in minimising the
purity in temporal segments are needed without sacrificing much on
the performances of activity recognition. In this paper, a window
refers to a temporal segment in sliding window model. Moreover,
scalability of these methodologies is required to fit into multi-activity
recognition scenario.

Hence, the contribution of this paper focuses on the preprocessing
of ubiquitous sensor streams for activity recognition tasks. In partic-
ular, our proposed technique provides the following contributions:

1. The multi-objective technique of finding optimal window size
for time-interval based temporal segmentation in streaming
fashion. It is derived based on gaining the balance between
minimising label impurity in a segment and maximising fac-
tor for class separability (divergence) of ubiquitous sensor
features towards class labels.

2. Robust recommendation of optimal time-interval window
sizes for temporal segmentation in multi-activity recognition.

2. RELATED WORKS
The study of human activity recognition is a well-known area in

many research communities, including computer vision [37, 2]. As
the proliferation of mobile and ubiquitous devices become promi-
nent, activity recognition from streaming sensor data becomes an
emerging research area. It is difficult to be neglected due to its ap-
parent realisation in near future by enabling Internet of Things (IoT)
technology. The inherent challenges of dealing with data streaming
from these ubiquitous sensor devices (such as wearables, mobile
devices and on-body sensors) are related to noisy sensor reading
due to hardware limitation and environmental influences. Su et
al [33] recently presented a general overview of techniques and
challenges in performing activity recognition from the smartphone
sensors. In the study of activity recognition, it is often treated as a
classification problem since there are annotations associated with
certain states (e.g. human locomotion activities) for training and
testing phases. However, it is common practice to use one second
window size for temporal segmentation in many experiments [27,
41, 38, 12]. Torres et al. [35] in their recent study verified that fixed
time window (FTW) achieved high performance of real-time activ-
ity recognition. In this paper, we refer their FTW as time-interval
based segmentation. They also have performed comprehensive
performance evaluation of other segmentation techniques such as
activity windowing, dynamic windowing and mutual information
windowing.

In addition, Guo et al. [14] have proposed an adaptive approach
for online segmentation through PCA feature selection and model
selection. In this approach, the window size can expand with incor-
porating the next frame according to feature selection and model
selection criteria. However, the mixture of labels during temporal
segmentation is not included as a critical aspect of their approach. It
is important to note that human activities are dynamic and subject
to continuous change in data streams. Therefore, we consider that
maintaining high label purity in a temporal segment is crucial for
activity recognition application. However, it is insufficient to simply
consider label purity alone. Another objective that can be considered

in maintaining label purity of temporal segments is related to the
importance of features for activity labels. In many image classifica-
tion experiments such as [13], class separability is crucial to select
important features in order to improve and accelerate classification
tasks.

Therefore, the focus study of this paper is aimed towards find-
ing the optimal time window size to mitigate from simple selec-
tion of window size from common heuristics (e.g. one second
windowing). In the past literature, dynamic programming [3] and
k−segmentation [17] can be used to perform time series segmenta-
tion for the purpose of context recognition. However, the drawback
of these techniques is that it requires offline data processing for
such context recognition. In real world application, streaming of
sensor data can be irregular, especially when a sensor device is
unavailable under certain circumstances. For example, GPS sen-
sor of smartphone is unreliable when the user is inside a building,
or in an underground tunnel. It is also not suitable for processing
temporal data in streaming fashion, that can include event based
sensor data. Krishnan and Cook [21] recently proposed their sliding
window approach for performing activity recognition in a streaming
fashion, which can be adapted for event based sensor streaming.
Their method incorporates time decay and mutual information based
weighting of sensor events within a window. This is due to the fact
to their assumption that different activities can be characterised with
different sensor lengths of sensor events. Particularly, their work
is validated with real-world smart home dataset, which mostly con-
sists of event based sensing data. However, this study is restricted
towards one dimension of activity set. In many real world scenar-
ios, multiple activities can be required for recognition task. This is
commonly known as a multi-label problem.

Most of the recognition problems in past studies [6, 30, 16, 9, 20]
addressed the methods of recognition from one label set. To provide
meaningful contextual information, multi-label classification can
be leveraged to facilitate such needs. The problem of multi-label
classification is practical in real world scenarios as a subject can
be associated with multiple annotations at a time. For example, a
person "sitting" in a cafe while "drinking coffee" or "running" while
"listening to music" from a smartphone. In the medical application,
multi-label classification can be used for diagnosing diseases, such
as diabetes and prostate cancer [36]. Furthermore, this can be lever-
aged for classifying several characteristics during real-time ECG
(Electrocardiography) analysis of data streaming from on-body sen-
sors. Moreover, the multi-label problem is not strictly limited to
smart environment scenario. Consequently, it is also applicable for
mobility modeling in a dynamic urban environment. For example,
Read et al. [29] proposed multi-label oriented technique to prepro-
cess sensing data for the purpose of producing labeled data that
are reliable for human mobility modeling. Due to various benefits
that can be attained for multi-label classification, the motivations of
our studies are influenced to pursue multi-activity recognition from
continuous streaming of sensor data. A very simplistic approach for
solving multi-label classification is to construct a new label set that
is composed of the possible combination of labels from predefined
label sets.

Our paper focuses on the proposed step for finding reasonable
parameter (window size) for time-interval based temporal segmen-
tation that is robust for various scenarios such as multi-activity
recognition. Apparently, we have not found any study or solution
that is related to the problems that are defined in the following
section.



3. PROBLEM DEFINITION

3.1 Impure Windows in Temporal Segments
In order to identify certain activity label on data streams from

ubiquitous sensors, it is a common practice that the data points are
annotated in a time-interval manner. In several scenarios, these
sensor data could arrive in irregular manner at different point of
time. Temporal segmentation is necessary in order to define the
boundary of feature extraction process for recognition phase.

Let S = {S1,S2,S3,S4, ...,Sd} be the d number of sensors and
Si (1 ≤ i ≤ d) is a sensor identifer within the range of d sensor
streams. Each arrival of the sensor reading instance I ji can be
associated to a unique timestamp t j that is continuous in a sensor
stream Si.

Figure 1: Non-overlapping temporal segmentation of sensor
data streams with a given label set L. An impure segment is
composed of more than one label.

Let us consider a temporal segmentation through sliding window
technique where a data stream is processed in a continuous manner.
It is apparent that temporal segmentation would produce several
windows that are composed of mixtures of multiple annotations
from a label set L = {L1,L2, ...,Ln} (Figure 1). Inherently, the
most dominant label would be selected as the final label for the
corresponding window.

Assuming the segmentation is performed in time-interval based
temporal segmentation with non-overlapping sliding window, the
problem is formulated as how to find a reasonable time window
given the impurity of segments in ubiquitous sensor streams. The
complexity of the problem increases when these sensor streams need
to be synthesised for segmentation purpose due to the variation of
data arrival from heterogeneous sensors. Synthesis in this paper
refers to synchronisation process to align the time segments of
heterogeneous sensor streams in a format that is suitable for features
extraction.

It is assumed that a complex streaming scenario involves different
timestamp for the arrival of data from each sensor. A sensor may
be inactive for a certain period of time given to certain predefined
rules. For example, GPS sensor of smartphone user is activated only
when the person is close to certain locations. When battery level
of smartphone is low, the sampling frequency of sensor data may
be reduced or scheduled in short time span in a controlled interval.
Hence, a common approach such as frame based temporal segmen-

tation would be inappropriate due to these irregular behaviours of
sensor data streaming. Hence, the problem definition defined in this
paper is constrained to time-interval based temporal segmentation
for streaming ubiquitous sensor data.

A common practice is to assume a predefined fixed window size
for segmentation process. For activity recognition on motion sensors
(such as the accelerometer), one second window size is commonly
assumed in many experiment settings [27, 41, 38, 12], including
applications in the medical field such as monitoring for Parkinson’s
disease rehabilitation [5]. Another alternative method is to perform
sensitivity analysis on various time-interval window size based on
quality metrics of recognition results (e.g. accuracy of classifier
validation results). In most cases, sensitivity analysis requires a
significant amount of time to evaluate. In recognition phase such
as classification tasks, another sensitivity analysis may need to
be performed on each classifier for parameter tuning of machine
learning algorithms.

3.2 Multi-label Problem of Temporal Segments
As described previously, real world applications may require

multiple annotations to be associated with an instance. This is com-
monly addressed as multi-label problem. Assume that label vector
L can be constructed with multiple label sets L = {L1,L2, ...,Lk},
which are derived from human annotations. Each label set Lk is
composed of multiple labels Lk = {Lk.1,Lk.2, ...,Lk.n}. Therefore,
it is clear that I ji can be associated with annotations from each Lk
label set as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Sensor data streams (annotated with multiple labels).

Figure 3: Impure segments in multi-label scenario.



Previously the problem of impure segments in temporal segmenta-
tion is explained. However, this problem is not limited to annotations
from one label set. Hence, the impure segments can be scaled to sev-
eral dimensions, given the annotations from heterogeneous label sets
(as illustrated in Figure 3). Each label set may be associated with
others or be independent according to certain contexts. Thus, finding
a reasonable window size for temporal segmentation presents as a
crucial problem in multidimensional scales.

Intuitively, it is feasible to find a balance for recommending
optimal time-interval window size by minimising the impurity pro-
portion of windows in temporal segmentation. Furthermore, the
magnitude of complexity increases when sensor data streams are
associated with annotations from multiple label sets. This is due to
the assumption that each label set may have different optimal win-
dow size. For example, detecting a human activity from {standing,
walking, sitting} may have smaller window size in comparison to
recognising higher level activity from {cooking, exercising, relaxing
on couch, eating} set. In addition, window size may be significantly
different in the scenario where multiple activities must be predicted
from given k label sets. In other words, the dynamic combination
of items from heterogeneous label sets requires a balanced window
size. Therefore, our contribution aims to improve and to accelerate
part of processes in multi-activity recognition.

4. METHODOLOGY
Finding a reasonable window size for temporal segmentation

requires a significant amount of time and effort from a typical sen-
sitivity analysis of output quality of classifier results, especially in
multi-activity scenarios. Hence, we present a data-driven approach
of time-interval window size recommendation from annotated multi-
variate data streams. The objective of our algorithm is to achieve the
balance between minimising impurity of segments in data streams
and maximising factor for class separability based on given k num-
ber of label sets. Given the proposed multi-objective method of
data-driven approach in finding optimal window size, we formalise
the following metrics:

1. Impurity proportion of segments

2. Class separability

4.1 Impurity Proportion
In real world scenario, a window from temporal segmentation

may contain a mixture of multiple annotations. Therefore, it is
impractical to assume that a segment can contain only one annota-
tion. We consider the portion of annotation mixture is important in
the case of transition points between activities. In this paper, we
define impure segments for the windows that contain more than one
annotation from temporal segmentation.

The first objective of our method requires minimising the impurity
proportion. Impurity proportion can be calculated via:

pimpure =
mimpure

m
(1)

where mimpure is the count of impure segments over total m segments
in data streams.

4.2 Class Separability
Class separability for data streams refers to the notion of repre-

sentation for distinct separation between features in data streams
with respect to each class label. Typically, the class separability
score is calculated for each feature in a given data distribution. In
this case, feature values of sensor streams are temporarily stored,
which then be processed in order to identify which features are

dominant towards a class label. In our method, Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence [23] is used to calculate the class separability score.
This is a common technique to measure the difference between two
probability distributions P and Q.

It is assumed that the streaming of sensor data is constrained
by numeric features. The overall values of each feature can be
represented in histogram (frequency distribution) format. In other
words, there would be one histogram per feature for each class.
Hence, KL divergence can be calculated for each feature after the
histogram representation has been attained from discretization using
b equally-spaced bins. This histogram representation would fit
into different scenarios where the numeric features are discrete or
continuous. In other problem domain, class separability is used for
feature selection [4, 13, 25, 26, 39, 40].

For each feature f , we calculate maximum score of the class
separability (i.e. maximum divergence of f ) as:

mdivergence f = max
1≤i≤n
1≤ j≤n

KL f (i, j), (2)

where n is number of class labels in a label set Lk and KL f (i, j) is
the KL distance between two distributions (histograms) correspond-
ing to class labels i and j:

KL f (i, j) =
b

∑
m=1

Pr f (m | i) log
(

Pr f (m | i)
Pr f (m | j)

)
(3)

where b is the number of bins in the histograms. Both proba-
bilities Pr f (m | i) and Pr f (m | j) should never be 0; instead we
define 0.0000001≤ Pr f (m | l)≤ 1 heuristically where l is the class
label index. In any case, a larger value of mdivergence f relates to
greater separability of f over all labels in Lk. As KL divergence
holds asymmetric property, it is practically useful to derive which
top-k features provide significant contributions for a classifier by
ranking class separability scores. However, this can be replaced with
a symmetric solution such as Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence [24]
when a strict metric is required. Despite the distinction between
symmetrical and asymmetrical divergence distances, it is prominent
that the average of these pairwise measures is typically used for
the extension to multi-class scenario [13]. In our case, the mean
is derived from maximum divergences for all features. Maximum
divergence is also used as scoring in [1] for feature selection.

4.3 Multi-objective Function
Based on the above two critical metrics, multi-objective function

is leveraged that aims to gain balance between minimising the im-
purity proportion in data streams and maximising the divergence
in terms of class separability of activity recognition. The balance
is found by looking for optimal window size that has impurity pro-
portion measurement close to the intersection of metrics within the
defined window size search range. The details of multi-objective
operation would be elaborated in the following algorithm section.

4.4 Algorithm
Our proposed method is formalised as Optimal Window (OPTWIN)

for time-interval based temporal segmentation. In order to recom-
mend time-interval window size for segmentation, it requires finding
the balance between the above impure proportion and class separa-
bility measure.



As described in Algorithm 1, the recommendation of window size
include the initial parameters of:

1. Three main inputs for the search range of window size:

(a) Smallest window size wsstart .

(b) Biggest window size as the upper boundary wsend .

(c) Time-interval step wsstep for window size.

2. An additional input for data streams from ubiquitous sensors
Dstreams.

Algorithm 1 OPTWIN based window size recommendation
1: procedure recommendWindowSize(wsstart ,wsend ,wsstep,Dstreams)
2: global wscurrent ← wsstart
3: while wscurrent ≤ wsend do . Label purity and divergence derivation
4: for each Lk ∈ L do
5: Dsegments← temporalSegmentation(wscurrent ,Lk)
6: pimpureLk [wscurrent ]← impurityProportion(Dsegments)
7: multiActivities← isMultiActivities(Lk)
8: if multiActivities then
9: discoreLk [wscurrent ] =

1
i ∑

n
i=1 discoreLi [wscurrent ]

10: else
11: for each f in Dsegments do
12: maxdivergencesLk [ f ]← maxKL(values f ,Lk)
13: end for
14: discoreLk [wscurrent ] =

1
f ∑

f
i=1 maxdivergencesLk

15: end if
16: end for
17: wscurrent ← wscurrent +wsstep
18: end while
19:
20: for each Lk ∈ L do . Optimal window size recommendation
21: wscurrent ← wsstart
22: while wscurrent ≤ (wsend do
23: dideviationcurrent← nrmlDvt(discoreLk [wscurrent ],discoreLk )
24: metricscurrent ← (pimpureLk [wscurrent ], dideviationcurrent)
25: wsnext ← wscurrent +wsstep
26: dideviationnext ← nrmlDvt(discoreLk [wsnext ],discoreLk )
27: metricsnext ← (pimpureLk [wsnext ], dideviationnext)
28: wsoptimal ← intersect(metricscurrent , metricsnext )
29: if wsoptimal then
30: wsrec[Lk]← wsoptimal
31: break;
32: end if
33: wscurrent ← wscurrent +wsstep
34: end while
35: end for
36:
37: return wsrec
38: end procedure

This algorithm requires scanning operation for impurity propor-
tion and class separability measure of every window size (with
incremental of wsstep) within the boundary of wsstart and wsend .
The computation of impurity proportion pimpureLk and divergence
score from all maximum divergence of features discoreLk are stored
for each label set Lk. In this case, the average function of all maxi-
mum divergences of features is used to compute discoreLk .

The process of window size recommendation is composed of
two stages. Firstly, the necessary metrics (e.g. impurity proportion
and divergence score) are computed and stored for each Lk from a
given L label sets in data streams Dstreams. This stage is referred
as label purity and divergence derivation in Algorithm 1. Within
iteration of every possible window size, the derivation begins with
temporal segmentation procedure where time-interval segmentation
is performed on the given Dstreams. In temporal segmentation proce-
dure, feature extraction is performed to derive the summary of data

points in each time window. It should be noted that the results of
feature extraction would be later used in calculating the class sepa-
rability score. Afterwards, the impurity proportion of each window
size pimpureLk [wscurrent ] is calculated through Equation 1. The di-
vergence score discoreLk [wscurrent ] is then calculated subsequently
through the mean maximum divergence from maxdivergencesLk [ f ]
of all f features. The corresponding maxdivergencesLk [ f ] is com-
puted through Equation 2. All of these metrics are stored temporarily
for optimal window size recommendation stage.

Furthermore, for any Lk that is defined as multi-activity (i.e. Lk is
composed by combination of several other Lk in L label sets), mean
maximum divergence can be computed from the following:

discoreLk [wscurrent ] =
1
i

n

∑
i=1

discoreLi [wscurrent ] (4)

where Lk is identified as multi-activity label set and Li is single-
activity label set that is part of n label sets being associated with
composition of corresponding Lk. For example, let us consider a
multi-activity scenario where Lk is composed of combination be-
tween locomotion activity L1 label set and gesture activity L2 label
set. Both of label sets L1 and L2 are considered as single-activity
label sets. Therefore, the result discoreLk [wscurrent ] is derived from
averaging divergence score discoreLi [wscurrent ] from L1 and L2 cor-
responding to the same window size.

The second stage after metrics derivation refers to optimal window
size recommendation in Algorithm 1. It involves finding optimal
window size for each label set Lk with given metrics computed from
the first stage. For each label set Lk, the optimal window size is
derived from metrics intersection between current window size and
next window size in an iterative operation. In order to decide the
window size to be optimal, the metrics for impurity proportion and
normalised squared deviation of divergence score are used. Given
the divergence score dsi and mean of divergence scores (ds) from
all possible window sizes, normalised squared deviation nddi can
be computed via:

nddi =
ddi−min(dd)

max(dd)−min(dd)
(5)

where squared deviation ddi of dsi is defined as:

ddi = (dsi−ds)2 (6)

As a result, divergence deviation of available window sizes would
be scaled from 0 to 1 and can be used to find the intersection with
impurity proportion. For temporal segmentation, larger time-interval
window size corresponds to the following assumptions:

1. Greater impurity proportion is included.

2. Increasing mean of maximum divergences from all features.

These assumptions would be validated via the experiments in
next section. In Algorithm 1, the intersection function would return
the optimal window size wsoptimal . The wsoptimal is non-empty in a
condition of rangepimpure∩ rangedideviation where

rangepimpure = (pimpureLk [wscurrent ], pimpureLk [wsnext ]) (7)

and

rangedideviation = (dideviationcurrent , dideviationnext) (8)

Given the ranges rangepimpure and rangedideviation, the optimal
window size is defined based on the first intersection occurrence.



Hence, the candidate of optimal window size (either wscurrent or
wsnext ) for wsoptimal depends on closest absolute distance of impu-
rity proportion (either pimpureLk [wscurrent ] or pimpureLk [wsnext ])
to average value (centroid) of S value set:

S =


pimpureLk [wscurrent ],
pimpureLk [wsnext ],
dideviationcurrent ,
dideviationnext


The final output of algorithm results in optimal window sizes

wsrec corresponding to all Lk in L label sets.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
In this section, we present the experimental settings and evalua-

tion. The method is validated with the benchmark OPPORTUNITY
Activity Recognition Dataset [31] from UCI repository. It is a
dataset that was collected from wearable, object and ambient sen-
sors for activity recognition. This rich dataset contains 242 features
in total. For the purpose of this study, we only use 101 features that
are related to body sensors and wearables. The remaining unused
features are associated with sensors that are attached to objects such
as knife, spoon, plate and fridge.

There are several characteristics of this dataset that can be associ-
ated to our problem definition:

1. Dynamic sensor data from ubiquitous sensors in an irregu-
lar manner. In several occasions, feature values in a sensor
stream can be empty due to unavailability of specific ubiq-
uitous device. For example, unavailability of accelerometer
sensor in certain time period would result in empty reading
for three axes of accelerometer values. Therefore, the data
contains inherent sparsity problem, which may result in less
accurate and inconsistent performance of a classifier model.

2. The dataset contains multi-activity label sets, which is suit-
able for our evaluation in terms of scalability of the proposed
method.

5.1 Data Preparation
The OPPORTUNITY Activity Recognition Dataset contains sev-

eral activity sets including 5 high level activities, 4 locomotion
activities, 17 gesture activities, low-level actions relating 13 actions
to 23 objects. There are 4 users associated with the sensor data, 6
recordings for each user. In our experiments, we randomly selected
2 recordings for each user. Time-interval based temporal segmen-
tation is performed for each recording in a streaming fashion. All
temporal window instances from selected recordings of users are
combined, producing a dataset that would be used for training and
testing phases. Therefore, our method would be demonstrated and
validated against this dataset for multi-activity recognition scenario.
In this instance, we use the following label sets:

1. High level activity (HLA) label set:

L1 =



Relaxing,
Coffee time,
Early morning,
Cleanup,
Sandwich time,
None


2. Locomotion activity (LA) label set:

L2 =
{

Stand, Walk, Sit, Lie, None
}

3. Gesture activity (GA) label set:

L3 =



Open Door 1, Close Door 1,
Open Door 2, Close Door 2,
Open Fridge, Close Fridge,
Open Dishwasher, Close Dishwasher,
Open Drawer 1, Close Drawer 1,
Open Drawer 2, Close Drawer 2,
Open Drawer 3, Close Drawer 3,
Clean Table, Drink from Cup, Toggle Switch,
None


For the instance without class label Lk above, it is automatically

assigned to "None". Furthermore, feature extraction is subsequently
performed on each window that is produced by temporal segmenta-
tion process. The generated features include:

• Mean

• Minimum

• Maximum

• Standard deviation

• IQR (interquartile range)

• Median

• RMS (root-mean-square)

As a result, there are 707 features that can be used for training
and testing a classifier. For recognition of activities, these following
classifiers are used:

1. Naive Bayes (NB) classifier

2. Decision Tree (J48) classifier

3. Random Forests (RF) classifier

Throughout our experiments, the activity recognition models are
built using a well-known data mining software: Weka 3.8 [15]
with default parameters corresponding to each classifier. For multi-
activity recognition, a new label set is constructed from the com-
bination of three label sets. In other words, the new label set of
multi-activity recognition L4 contains labels in a given structure
L1:L2:L3 (denoted as HLA:LA:GA), e.g. "Coffee time:Sit:Drink
from Cup".

The boundary to search for optimal window size is defined as the
following:

• wsstart = 600 milliseconds (0.6 seconds).

• wsend = 5000 milliseconds (5 seconds).

• wsstep = 100 milliseconds (0.1 seconds).

5.2 Observation of OPTWIN Metrics
In order to validate our assumptions on increasing window size

for temporal segmentation towards OPTWIN metrics, impurity pro-
portion and mean of maximum divergences (from all features) are
observed in this section.



5.2.1 Impurity Proportion
As shown in Figure 4, the impurity proportion increases as win-

dow size used for temporal segmentation is larger. The decrease of
purity is especially prominent for LA, GA and HLA:LA:GA label
sets. However, it is less noticeable for HLA as its class labels have
larger activity duration compared to other label sets. It is within the
expectation that the impurity proportion for HLA:LA:GA label set
would be significantly dominant. Essentially, this can be caused by
the dynamic combination of classes from available label sets.

Figure 4: Impurity proportion

Furthermore, we noticed that the locomotive state changes fre-
quently in OPPORTUNITY dataset (as described in Figure 5). These
activities include instances without a class label, which are reas-
signed as "none". As a result, the frequent changes of locomotive
state lead to impurity level exceeding 50% at 4.5 seconds (window
size) for locomotion activities.

Figure 5: Box plot of locomotion activity duration (zoomed).
Maximum locomotion activity duration is 224.994 seconds for
"none" class label.

5.2.2 Mean Maximum Divergence
Before calculating maximum divergence for each feature, the

feature values are converted to a histogram as explained in the
methodology section. However, the sparsity problem is inherent in
the OPPORTUNITY dataset since a sensor can be unavailable for
a period of time in a stream. To solve this problem in relation to
KL divergence computation, the empty feature values are allocated
to the middle of defined b bins. In this case, 100 bins (b = 100)

are used for the normalisation to a histogram. For the label set that
is used for multi-activity recognition, discoreL4 (mean maximum
divergence of HLA:LA:GA label set) is computed by averaging
the mean maximum divergences of associated label sets. In other
words, discoreL4 =

1
3 (discoreL1 +discoreL2 +discoreL3).

Similarly, the mean average divergence metrics appear to be in-
creasing corresponding to larger time window size (up to 10 seconds)
as shown in Figure 6. Moreover, the mean maximum divergence
score is expected to degrade after reaching the peak at a certain time
window size. This phenomenon is clearly shown in the sudden drop
of discoreL4 and discoreL3 at 33 seconds window size. In many
applications, this could be viewed as a convex optimisation problem.
However, our observation revealed that larger window size would
eventually reduce the number of unique class labels (especially for
L3 and L4). This observation indicates that the optimal divergence
score would not be convincing since the number of unique class
labels will significantly decrease if activities are shifted rapidly. It
should be noted that the range of divergence score to be used in our
analysis is defined between 600 milliseconds and 5000 milliseconds
for finding optimal window size.

Figure 6: Mean of maximum divergences

5.3 Optimal Window Sizes
The OPTWIN algorithm finds the optimal window sizes for la-

bel sets based on the above metrics within a constrained search
range. The optimal window size is set from the closest window
size’s impurity proportion to the intersection of impurity proportion
and normalised deviation of divergence score. As an example, the
optimal window size for HLA:LA:GA label set is found to be 1.2
seconds as depicted in Figure 7.

Performing sensitivity analysis of every label set would be a time
consuming task in overall activity recognition operation, excluding
parameter tuning for each classifier. The proposed method specif-
ically operates as multi-objective function that intends to gain the
balance between minimising the impurity proportion of time seg-
ments and maximising class separability measure. Moreover, the
algorithm is scalable to tackle multi-activity recognition problem.
For our experiments, 1-second window size is used as the baseline
comparison. It was mentioned previously that many experiments
leveraged 1-second as a heuristic way to select the window size,
especially for activity recognition. The performances of classifiers
are tested with F1 score (harmonic mean of precision and recall)
via 10-folds CV (Cross Validation) on optimal and baseline window
sizes.



Figure 7: Intersection between impurity proportion (pimpure)
and normalised squared deviation of divergence score (ndd)

The following wsoptimal are returned from the window size rec-
ommendation:

1. HLA: 2.4 seconds - single-activity recognition

2. LA: 1.5 seconds - single-activity recognition

3. GA: 1.4 seconds - single-activity recognition

4. HLA:LA:GA: 1.2 seconds - multi-activity recognition

5.4 Sensitivity Analysis
In this section, the result of sensitivity analysis for multi-activity

recognition is shown by the performance of classifiers on L4. Thus,
this brief analysis will verify that general classifier performance
varies for each window size. The performances of classifiers are
tested with both F1 score and accuracy via 10-folds CV. As shown
in Figure 8 and Figure 9, fluctuation of quality performances on
the classifiers are prominent for both F1 score and accuracy as the
window size increases, especially on RF (best classifier). Thus, this
is essentially aligned with the motivations and challenges in this
research to find optimal window size for multi-activity recognition.
It should be clear that multi-activity recognition in this paper aims
to detect multiple activities (one activity from each label set) for a
given time window instance.

Figure 8: Sensitivity analysis - F1 score (OPPORTUNITY)

Figure 9: Sensitivity analysis - Accuracy (OPPORTUNITY)

5.5 Discussion for Optimal Window Size
From all performance comparisons of F1 scores shown in Fig-

ure 10 and Figure 11, NB classifier gains significant improvement
for F1 scores for the defined label sets. This suggests that finding
optimal window size would generally improve the performance
of generative model based classifier such as NB in comparison to
the baseline (1-second window size). It is important to note that
in several applications of activity recognition, generative models
can outperform discriminative approaches, especially when there
are errors associated with activity labels (e.g. streaming data from
crowdsensing [10]). However, the performances of F1 scores appear
to be slightly worse for the optimal window size of single-activity
recognition of HLA and LA. The slight degradation of these classi-
fier performances can be found as the trade-offs to finding balanced
window size for recognising multiple activities. However, an im-
provement of single activity recognition for the atomic activity (GA)
is gained. In short, finding optimal window sizes through OPTWIN
algorithm corresponds to better and balanced performance for multi-
activity recognition (e.g. HLA:LA:GA) in comparison to single
activity recognition from a single label set. Furthermore, the recom-
mended window size can be used for real-time activity recognition
according to user application context (either single-activity recogni-
tion or multi-activity recognition).

Figure 10: F1 score comparison between optimal and baseline
window size for single-activity recognition (HLA, LA and GA)



Figure 11: F1 score comparison between optimal and baseline
window size for multi-activity recognition (HLA:LA:GA)

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a specialised technique of finding

optimal window sizes for time-interval based temporal segmenta-
tion. This technique is composed of multi-objective function that
aims for the balance between minimising the impurity segments
during temporal segmentation and maximising class separability
measure. The scalability of proposed technique is demonstrated
by the capabilities to produce optimal window size for each label
set, including one for the combined label set (for multi-activity
recognition). From the experiment results, the optimal window size
for multi-activity recognition is found to be improving the quality
of classifier performances from the baseline window size. In ad-
dition, the improvement appeared to be dominant for generative
model based recognition techniques (such as Naive Bayes classifier).
Nevertheless, OPTWIN can be used as an alternative method for
automatic selection of window size instead of simple one second
heuristic or a very time consuming sensitivity analysis. For future
works, we would like to investigate a mechanism that allow window
size to grow and shrink according to activity context.

The contribution of this paper is mainly targeted towards time-
interval temporal segmentation. Therefore, we intend to extend this
technique for dynamic window technique where segmentation size
can expand and shrink in data stream processing. Moreover, an-
other challenge is associated with the study of dependency between
activity label sets. In this paper, the multi-label classification is
achieved by constructing a new label set that consists of the com-
bination of labels from available label sets. Unfortunately, this is
not robust in terms for inferring the accuracy for each activity label.
A more robust algorithm of multi-label classification is needed for
multi-activity recognition in the scenario where label sets can be
dependent or independent from each other.
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